An overlooked series of gas phase diatomic metal oxide ions that are long-lived.
Although the "Golden" years of spectroscopy and the major studies on ionization processes now are behind us, as with many branches of science, much yet remains to be gleaned from such topics that is both full of interest and of significance to present day research. Presented here is one such overlooked example, an observation that relates to both these fields. An analysis is presented for the periodic table concerning the gas-phase thermochemical nature of MO+ and MO2+ ions. Unexpectedly, a pattern of 18 elements has been identified that exhibit the potential for having long-lived MO+ ions. Normally such molecular ions are expected to decay extremely rapidly by dissociative recombination with electrons, but in particular, 12 of this group behave not like molecules but rather as atomic ions. These are the diatomic oxide ions of Sc, Y, La, Zr, Hf, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Gd, Tb, and Th. In the gas phase, they decay by much slower three-body recombination channels. As may be noted, these elements are located in the first two columns of the transition elements, among the earlier rare earths and an actinide. From all the elements, UO2+ is the only dioxide ion that behaves similarly. These findings now elevate the potential importance of these ions and should facilitate their spectral characterization. Moreover, subsequent comparisons with spectra of well-known isoelectronic and isovalent neutral monoxides and other diatomics will help in the stimulation of further theoretical advances. In addition, once characterized, an ease of spectrally monitoring such ionic states will provide a useful analytical tool.